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Estimation of Persistence and Detection of Rock Bridges in Digital Images
The persistence describes the lateral extension and size of discontinuities in an infinite plane
If discontinuities are non-persistent, they can be separated by so called rock bridges. A rock
bridge is defined as a small bridge of intact rock separating coplanar or non-coplanar
discontinuities [1]. Rock bridges are the link between the geometrical and mechanical properties of discontinuities and rock masses and can increase the global stability of a jointed rock
mass significantly [2]. A block can only detach, if he is defined by persistent discontinuities on
all sides, which means, that he cannot fall or slide unless an appropriate amount of rock bridges have failed previously [1].In contrast, non-persistent fractures result in lager blocks and
stress concentrations in the rock bridges.
However, it is of extreme difficulty to prove the existence of rock bridges in an out crop/rock
face, determine their extent and percentage on the overall failure plane and, above all, to gain
information about their (residual) strength. The persistence can for example be estimated by
the trace length, by comparing the sum of individual joint surface areas to the surface of a
coplanar reference area.
This thesis focuses on the determination of the trace lengths in scaled 2D images to estimate
the length of persistent fractures in blocky rock masses [3]. The thesis is oriented on the
following questions:




How can linear features, like fractures be detected in digital images of rock faces
Can these linear features be used to detect rock bridges?

Methodology:






Preparation of a work plan and a task schedule with mile stones
Literature research on persistence, rock bridges and line detection in 2D images
Elaboration of a MATLAB code to detect linear features/fractures in 2D images
Calculation of the persistence and global distribution of rock bridges in the rock face
Writing a scientific report with the results

Templates for the scientific report can be found on the institute’s homepage. There is also a
guideline for scientific writing free downloadable at the homepage, whose compliance is
mandatory. The language for the report can either be in English or in German.
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